Fill in with the correct term. Use the Answer Bank. (1 point each)

1) “War” in which weapons are not used. Instead, economic pressure, political influence, and spying are common __________

2) Bombing of Pearl Harbor __________

3) Day the stock market crashed; losing 40% of its value __________

4) Decade-long drought during which nearly nothing grew in the Great Plains States __________

5) Franklin Delano Roosevelt __________

6) Government Act that gave returning military veterans funds for college贸易 school __________

7) Government Act to create lots of jobs and put people back to work __________

8) Government Act to encourage Native Americans to keep their traditions, language, and culture __________

9) Growth of existing cities into area that was nature __________

10) Hitler’s invasion of Poland __________

11) Homeless encampments built with scrap metal and cardboard __________

12) Jim Crow __________

13) Joseph McCarthy __________

14) Mass paranoia that Americans were being influenced by Russia to undermine American Values __________

15) Non-violent way to protest __________

16) Planned communities built outside of cities __________

17) Quest to build bigger and better weapons faster than your enemy __________

18) Term used to illustrate the amount of business lumber companies in Washington State gained because of the post-WWII housing boom __________

19) The babies born to returning soldiers of WWII __________

20) Political and economic system in which the Government owns the resources and means of production __________